Enabling full compliance.

Collaborative Platform for Data Management
Data quality is the most critical part of chemical compliance management, with CDP,
Lisam offers the first-ever collaborative platform expressly designed to facilitate data
collection and input tracking.

With its advanced functionalities and user-friendly interface, CDP helps organize, update and
monitor regulatory data. By centralizing your data in a single place on CDP, be sure to enhance
time efficiency and data quality.

Consistency

Availability
CDP gives instant access to all your regulatory data
through an intuitive and dynamic interface. Get the latest
information and available data in real time through your
customizable dashboard!

Thanks to its advanced field options and predefined
validation rules, CDP ensures your data is managed in
the easiest and most consistent way possible to increase
accuracy.

Quality

Connectivity

Data discrepancies and lack of accuracy can seriously
endanger your business, CDP was built to ensure the
highest data quality by enabling collaboration, source
management and tracking of changes.

The data stored in CDP can be easily integrated with thirdparties through an API. This allows you to utilize your data
in any other system such as your SDS Authoring tool.

CDP Key Features

Change History

Up-to-Date Regulatory Lists

Secure Data Storage

Advanced Dashboard Function

Data Validation Workflow

Wide -Ranging Permission Options

Data Validation Process
CDP has a workflow feature designed to control data management. This will allow
your teams to review the external or crowdsourced data and stay clear of errors and
inaccuracies.
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Allows users to provide input
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CDP also provides real-time statistics based on the implemented workflow for an immediate data quality check.
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Your data is stored in an IP-protected environment only accessible to you or your co-workers with the level of permission
you decide to give!

Modification Warnings

Batch Import/Export of Data

Messaging Tool

Data Retrievable via WebServices

With CDP, aim towards reaching the highest-level of quality and discover a
brand-new way of managing data.
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